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ABSTRACT

Learned hierarchical B-frame coding aims to leverage bi-
directional reference frames for better coding efficiency.
However, the domain shift between training and test scenar-
ios due to dataset limitations poses a challenge. This issue
arises from training the codec with small groups of pictures
(GOP) but testing it on large GOPs. Specifically, the motion
estimation network, when trained on small GOPs, is unable to
handle large motion at test time, incurring a negative impact
on compression performance. To mitigate the domain shift,
we present an online motion resolution adaptation (OMRA)
method. It adapts the spatial resolution of video frames on a
per-frame basis to suit the capability of the motion estimation
network in a pre-trained B-frame codec. Our OMRA is an
online, inference technique. It need not re-train the codec and
is readily applicable to existing B-frame codecs that adopt
hierarchical bi-directional prediction. Experimental results
show that OMRA significantly enhances the compression
performance of two state-of-the-art learned B-frame codecs
on commonly used datasets.

Index Terms— Learned Video Coding, B-frame Coding,
and Domain Shift.

1. INTRODUCTION

Learned video compression [1, 2, 3, 4] has recently shown
very promising compression performance. However, most re-
search focuses on P-frame coding. In contrast, learned B-
frame coding [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], which leverages both the past
and future reference frames for improved coding efficiency, is
still in its infancy stage.

There are only a few prior works on learned B-frame cod-
ing. Wu et al. [5] presents an early attempt at B-frame coding.
It extracts multi-scale features from the future and past refer-
ence frames to condition the coding of a target B-frame. Other
works [6, 7, 8, 9, 11] encode B-frames following a hierarchi-
cal prediction structure. To save motion overhead, Yang et
al. [6] derives motion for multiple reference frames from a
single optical flow map. Pourreza et al. [8] re-uses a P-frame
codec for B-frame coding by first interpolating between the
two reference frames to formulate a temporal predictor, fol-
lowed by coding the target B-frame in a way the same as cod-

Fig. 1: Illustration of the hierarchical B-frame prediction
structures: (a) a 5-frame GOP for training and (b) a 32-frame
GOP for test.

ing a P-frame. Yılmaz et al. [7] adopts the traditional residue-
based B-frame coding framework, replacing most of the com-
ponents with deep networks. Chen et al. [9] introduces condi-
tional augmented normalizing flows (CANF) for conditional
B-frame coding, a scheme known as B-CANF. Notably, B-
CANF supports low-delay B-frame coding, where both refer-
ence frames are from the same past decoded frame. Alexan-
dre et al. [11] extends B-CANF with a two-layer CANF archi-
tecture to skip motion coding. More recently, Chen et al. [10]
introduces a mask conditional residual Transformer (termed
MaskCRT) for learned video coding, supporting both P-frame
and B-frame coding.

Despite the recent advances in learned B-frame coding,
the state-of-the-art learned B-frame codecs generally show
inferior compression performance to their P-frame counter-
parts. Theoretically, B-frame coding with multi-hypothesis
prediction has great potential to outperform P-frame cod-
ing with single-hypothesis prediction. This is not the case
with learned codecs. As noted in [9], one root cause is the
domain shift issue, which arises from training learned B-
frame codecs on short video sequences with a small group
of pictures (GOP) but putting them to use on a large GOP.
Most learned codecs, B-frame or P-frame, are trained on
Vimeo-90k [12], where each training video is only 7-frame
long. Fig. 1(a) depicts a common 5-frame GOP structure
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for training B-frame codecs. At test time, a much larger
GOP, as shown in Fig. 1(b), is used. The motion estimation
network trained and optimized for small GOPs has difficul-
ties in handling large motion often present in large GOPs.
As a testimony, Fig. 6(h) shows the temporal predictor for
a video frame right in the middle of a GOP. That is, the
motion-compensated frame generated from the two farthest
reference frames. The long prediction distance at test time
results in a poor-quality warped frame due to unreliable mo-
tion estimates, as evidenced by the noticeable differences in
comparison with the ground truth in Fig 6(b).

In this work, we present an online motion resolution adap-
tion (OMRA) method to remedy the domain shift issue by
adapting the motion resolution at test time on a per-frame
basis without re-training the codec. Our approach is moti-
vated by two key facts: (1) creating a new dataset with a
variety of long training sequences covering a wide range of
motion characteristics is a non-trivial task, and (2) training B-
frame codecs on long training sequences is time-consuming.
Recognizing that the motion estimation network trained on
small GOPs may not handle well large motion inherent in
large GOPs, we downsample both the target frame and its ref-
erence frames before conducting motion estimation in order
to suit the capability of the motion estimation network. No-
tably, a number of downsampling factors is evaluated based
on minimizing the rate-distortion cost. This is followed by
signaling the low-resolution flow maps in the bitstream and
super-resolving them for motion compensation in the original
resolution.

Although conceptually simple, our approach is read-
ily applicable to learned B-frame codecs. We test its per-
formance on two state-of-the-art codecs, B-CANF [9] and
MaskCRT [10], without re-training these codecs, achiev-
ing approximately 6.5%-12.6% and 10.6%-19.2% BD-rate
improvements on commonly used datasets, respectively.

2. RELATED WORK

Motion estimation networks play a pivotal role in learned
video codecs. This is especially true for learned B-frame
codecs that adopt a hierarchical prediction structure, where
both small and large motion exist and must be estimated
properly.

To estimate large motion, some works [13, 14] generate
the optical flow maps in an iterative manner. Wu et al. [13]
accumulate local optical flows between adjacent frames in a
backward manner to estimate long-range (large) motion be-
tween two distant video frames. For the point-tracking task,
Doersch et al. [14] propose a two-stage approach, compris-
ing a matching stage to compare the query point in the cur-
rent frame with all the candidate points in the future frames
and a refinement stage to refine the locations of the predicted
points using local correlations. Despite these efforts, the need
to utilize iteratively information from adjacent frames creates
a long processing latency, making them computationally ex-

pensive and less suitable for our B-frame coding task.
Other works [15, 16] perform motion estimation in an im-

plicit way. Deng et al. [15] propose a Transformer-based
approach that fuses the flow features in different scales and
perform motion estimation. For the emerging task of near-
duplicates interpolation, Reda et al. [16] introduce a multi-
scale feature extractor with shared network weights across the
scales to estimate bi-directional flows in the presence of po-
tentially large motion. It is motivated by the intuition that
small motion at coarser scales is similar to large motion at
finer scales. However, the efficiency of these data-driven ap-
proaches has largely to do with the quality of training data.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, we propose a simple yet efficient remedy for
enhancing the compression performance of pre-trained B-
frame codecs that adopt hierarchical bi-directional predic-
tion. The idea is to adapt the spatial resolution of the target
and reference frames on a per-frame basis for motion es-
timation and coding. Our intent is to turn large motion in
high-resolution video frames into small motion in their low-
resolution representations to suit the capability of the motion
estimation network that has been trained end-to-end on small
GOPs due to dataset limitations. Our approach need not re-
train the codecs, and is thus readily applicable to existing
learned B-frame codecs. We validate its effectiveness with
two state-of-the-art learned B-frame codecs, B-CANF [9]
and MaskCRT [10]. They share a similar coding architecture
to Fig. 2. Notably, B-CANF [9] features CANF as the main
compression backbone for the motion and inter-frame codecs,
while MaskCRT adopts conditional Swin-Transformers.

3.1. System Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, the encoding of a B-frame xt ∈ R3×W×H

of width W and height H begins by selecting one of the
downsampling factors S from {1, 2, 4, 8}. For brevity, our
following exposition and notations assume S = 2. With this
choice, the current frame xt and the reconstructed reference
frames x̂t−k, x̂t+k ∈ R3×W×H are downsampled both verti-
cally and horizontally by a factor of 2 as x

(2)
t , x̂

(2)
t−k, x̂

(2)
t+k ∈

R3×W
2 ×

H
2 , respectively. We then invoke the motion estima-

tion network (MENet), which adopts SPyNet [17], to esti-
mate two low-resolution optical flow maps m(2)t→t−k,m

(2)
t→t+k ∈

R2×W
2 ×

H
2 for x

(2)
t with respect to x̂

(2)
t−k and x̂

(2)
t+k. These

generated flow maps are then collectively compressed by
the conditional motion codec (Menc,Mdec), where the flow
map predictors mp

(2)
t→t−k,mp

(2)
t→t+k ∈ R

2×W
2 ×

H
2 are generated

as the conditioning signals by the motion prediction net-
work (MPNet), which takes x̂

(2)
t−k, x̂

(2)
t+k as inputs. In other

words, the low-resolution flow maps are encoded into the bit-
stream. To perform motion compensation, the reconstructed
flow maps m̂

(2)
t→t−k, m̂

(2)
t→t+k ∈ R2×W

2 ×
H
2 are upsampled to

the original resolution. In the present case, we upsample



Fig. 2: Illustration of our proposed method. (a) The overall coding framework, where xt is the current coding B-frame and
x̂t−k, x̂t+k are the two previously reconstructed reference frames. S represents the downsampling factor, which takes on 1, 2,
4, or 8. Up denotes the process of upsampling to the initial resolution. (b) The online rate-distortion optimization process that
calculates the rate-distortion loss for each possible downsampling factor on a per-frame basis and chooses the bitstream with
the smallest rate-distortion cost.

m̂
(2)
t→t−k, m̂

(2)
t→t+k by a factor of 2, arriving at the reconstructed

flow maps M̂ (2)
t→t−k, M̂

(2)
t→t+k ∈ R

2×W×H . They are then input
to the frame synthesis network (FSNet), which has a structure
similar to GridNet [18], together with the two high-resolution
reference frames x̂t−k, x̂t+k to perform multi-scale motion
compensation in both the feature and pixel domains. The
output is the temporal predictor mc

(2)
t ∈ R3×W×H , which

serves as the conditioning signal for the inter-frame codec
(Genc,Gdec) to encode xt. Notably, in line with [9, 10], both
our motion and inter-frame codec utilize a frame-type signal,
indicating the reference type (reference vs. non-reference) of
each B-frame for better bit allocation.

3.2. Online Motion Resolution Adaptation (OMRA)

We conduct an exhaustive search of the best downsampling
factor S ∈ {1,2,4,8} for each B-frame by minimizing the
per-frame rate-distortion cost:

L(S) = λ ⋅D(xt, x̂
(S)
t ) + r

(S)
t , (1)

where D is the distortion of the reconstructed frame x
(S)
t

measured in mean-square error in the RGB domain and
r
(S)
t is the total bitrate. We follow the same λ values in

MaskCRT [10] and B-CANF [9]. At inference time, we
perform encoding and decoding of a B-frame with these
downsampling factors and choose the one that minimizes
the rate-distortion cost L(S). The best downsampling factor
and its encoding result are signaled in the bitstream. This
rate-distortion optimization process is repeated until all the
B-frames are coded.

3.3. OMRA Variants

To justify our design choice, we investigate two variants
of OMRA. They differ from OMRA in the way the low-
resolution optical flow maps are coded and utilized. We

denote OMRA as (Compress → Up Flow → Warp). Recall
that we first perform motion estimation in low resolution and
compress the low-resolution flow maps into the bitstream,
followed by upsampling the decoded flow maps to the initial
resolution for temporal warping (i.e. motion compensation).
The first variant (Variant A), denoted by (Up Flow → Com-
press → Warp), upsamples the low-resolution flow maps to
the initial resolution before they are compressed into the bit-
stream and decoded for warping. This variant is intended to
recover as much motion detail as possible before motion cod-
ing. The second variant (Variant B), denoted by (Compress
→ Warp → Up MC), compresses the low-resolution flow
maps, performs warping in low resolution (i.e. with respect
to x̂

(2)
t−k, x̂

(2)
t+k), and upsamples the motion-compensated tem-

poral predictor. It differs from the previous two approaches
in that the upsamping is conducted in the intensity rather
than flow domain. Section 4.5.2 compares the compression
performance of these variants based on MaskCRT [10].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Settings and Baselines

We evaluate our method on two pre-trained state-of-the-art
learned B-frame codecs, B-CANF [9] and MaskCRT [10].
Note that these codecs are trained on Vimeo-90k [12] with a
GOP size of 5. We stress that OMRA–namely, (Compress →
Up Flow → Warp) in Section 3–need not re-train these mod-
els. Instead, we perform rate-distortion optimization at test
time to choose the downsampling factor for motion estimation
and coding. We follow [9, 10] to evaluate the compression
performance on UVG [20], HEVC Class B [21], and MCL-
JCV [22] datasets. For each video sequence, we encode 97
frames with the intra-period set to 32. That is, the GOP size
at test time is 32, as opposed to 5 for training. We measure
the compression efficiency by BD-rate [23] in terms of peak-



(a) HEVC Class B (b) UVG (c) MCL-JCV

Fig. 3: Rate-distortion performance comparison. The intra-period is set to 32, and the values within the parentheses are BD-rate
with HM-16.25 (random access) [19] serving as the anchor.

Table 1: The per-sequence BD-rates of our OMRA on UVG
and HEVC Class B datasets. The anchor is MaskCRT [10]
and B-CANF [9] without OMRA, respectively.

Dataset Sequence
BD-rate (%) PSNR-RGB
MaskCRT B-CANF

UVG

Beauty -2.90 -1.38
Bosphorus -9.71 -2.66
HoneyBee -0.98 0.00

Jockey -48.73 -32.41
ReadySteadyGo -27.77 -20.29

ShakeNDry -0.41 0.00
YatchRide -6.98 -3.19

HEVC-B

BasketballDrive -21.16 -13.97
BQTerrace -8.18 -5.48

Cactus -2.91 -0.06
Kimono1 -12.05 -6.24
ParkScene -2.42 -0.05

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in the RGB domain and bits-per-
pixel (bpp). Negative and positive BD-rate numbers suggest
rate reduction and inflation, respectively. The baseline meth-
ods for comparison are B-CANF [9] and MaskCRT [10] with-
out our OMRA. The anchor is HM-16.25 [19] with the con-
figuration encoder randomaccess main rext.cfg.

4.2. Rate-Distortion Comparison

Fig. 3 presents the rate-distortion performance of the com-
peting methods. Applying OMRA to MaskCRT [10] and
B-CANF [9], denoted as MaskCRT + OMRA and B-CANF
+ OMRA, respectively, yields significant coding gains. As
compared to MaskCRT [10], the additional BD-rate savings
achieved by OMRA are seen to be 10.6%, 19.2%, 17.0% on
HEVC Class B, UVG, and MCL-JCV, respectively. Likewise,
we observe 6.5%, 12.6%, 8.1% BD-rate improvements with
B-CANF [9]. Although conceptually simple, our scheme is
effective on both learned B-frame codecs.

Table 1 further presents the per-sequence BD-rate for
UVG [20] and HEVC Class B [21]. We observe that the
improvements are most obvious on fast-motion sequences
(e.g. BasketballDrive, ReadySteadyGo and Jockey),
where the domain shift between training and test is most

Fig. 4: Profiles of the per-frame PSNR’s and the per-frame
bitrate for the first GOP in BasketballDrive, with and with-
out OMRA. ’∎’, ’⋆’, ’+’ represent the downsampling factors
of 2, 4, 8, respectively. Points without these symbols indicate
no downsampling.

significant. In other words, the MENet trained on GOP 5
performs poorly when tested on GOP 32 due to large motion.
In contrast, the gains are less considerable on slow-motion
sequences (e.g. HoneyBee and ParkScene), where the
MENet trained on GOP 5 is able to work well in estimating
small motion even with GOP 32. In this case, performing mo-
tion estimation and coding in low resolution does not improve
the quality of the temporal predictor.

4.3. Downsampling Factors versus Temporal Levels
Fig. 4 visualizes the PSNR and bitrate profiles in a hierar-
chically predicted GOP of size 32 for BasketballDrive, a
fast-motion sequence. We take MaskCRT as the baseline. As
shown, our OMRA consistently improves the reconstruction
quality of MaskCRT across video frames while reducing the
required bitrates. Remarkably, the improvements are most ob-
vious at video frames (e.g. frame 9, 17, and 25) of lower tem-
poral levels where the longer prediction distance between the
target and reference frames incurs larger motion (see Fig. 1
for the definition of temporal levels). As expected, larger
downsampling factors are chosen at lower temporal levels as a
result of the domain shift issue. This is corroborated in a fur-
ther in-depth analysis presented in Fig. 5, where the relative
frequencies of downsampling factors chosen for each video
frame are collected over 15 GOPs for BasketballDrive and
HoneyBee. It is worth noting that in the slow-motion se-



Fig. 5: Relative frequencies of the downsampling factors cho-
sen for each frame in BasketballDrive and HoneyBee.

quence HoneyBee, the best strategy is not to invoke down-
sampling in order to retain as much motion detail as possible.
In this case, the MENet trained on small GOPs is able to well
estimate slow motion.

4.4. Subjective Quality Comparison
Fig. 6 visualizes the warped frames and the temporal pre-
dictors for BasketballDrive. The second and third rows
are MaskCRT with OMRA (S = 8) and MaskCRT without
OMRA, respectively. A comparison of Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(g)
(respectively, Fig. 6(f) and Fig. 6(i)) shows that OMRA is
able to generate a better-quality warped frame at test time. As
a result, the final temporal predictor with OMRA in Fig. 6(e)
shows better quality than that without OMRA in Fig. 6(h).
This confirms that our OMRA is an effective means to mit-
igate the domain shift, particularly in fast-motion sequences
where the domain shift is most obvious.

Fig. 7 visualizes the results for HoneyBee, a slow-
motion sequence where the motion estimation network trained
on GOP 5 is still able to predict well small motion on GOP
32. In the present case, OMRA does not bring any noticeable
gain in terms of the subjective results.

Last but not least, the color shift between the temporal
predictors (parts (e)(h) in Figs. 6 and 7) and the ground-truths
(part (b) in Figs. 6 and 7) has to do with the fact that the
temporal predictor in our framework is a latent signal with no
regularization.

4.5. Ablation Experiments

4.5.1. Effect of Motion Estimation Networks

To validate that our OMRA is agnostic to the motion estima-
tion network, we replace SPyNet [17] in MaskCRT [10] with

Table 2: BD-rate comparison with intra-period 32. The an-
chor is HM-16.25 (random access) [19].

Method BD-rate (%) PSNR-RGB
HEVC-B UVG MCL-JCV

MaskCRT SPy -4.9 5.0 3.3
MaskCRT SPy + OMRA -15.5 -14.2 -13.7

MaskCRT PWC -0.2 -1.8 3.1
MaskCRT PWC + OMRA -9.9 -7.9 -8.9

Table 3: BD-rate comparison of OMRA and its variants. The
anchor for BD-rate evaluation is MaskCRT [10].

BD-rate (%) PSNR-RGB
Settings Schemes HEVC-B UVG MCL-JCV
OMRA Compress→ Up Flow→Warp -11.0 -17.7 -15.9

Variant A Up Flow→ Compress→Warp -1.9 -5.0 -2.0
Variant B Compress→Warp→ Up MC 0.0 0.0 0.0

PWCNet [24]. The updated model is re-trained end-to-end on
Vimeo-90k [12] with a small GOP size of 5. At test time, we
apply OMRA with GOP 32. From Table 2, our OMRA is still
effective with PWCNet [24], showing 9.7%, 6.1%, 12.0%
BD-rate improvements on HEVC Class B, UVG, MCL-
JCV, respectively, as compared to MaskCRT PWC without
OMRA. Note that PWCNet [24] is heavier and more capable
than SPyNet [17]. This explains the marginally reduced gain
of OMRA with PWCNet [24].

4.5.2. OMRA versus Its Variants

Table 3 presents BD-rate results for various OMRA variants
when implemented with MaskCRT [10], which serves as the
anchor for BD-rate evaluation. We see that OMRA (Com-
press→ Up Flow→Warp) achieves the highest BD-rate sav-
ing as compared to its two other variants.

Variant A (Up Flow→ Compress→Warp) marginally en-
hances BD-rate savings, but is not as effective as OMRA. This
suggests that the upsampled flow maps, although retaining
more motion detail, need more bits to represent and are sub-
ject to compression artifacts. The coded flow maps are not so
effective for warping in the rate-distortion sense.

Variant B (Compress → Warp → Up MC) shows no im-
provement, compared to the anchor. As compared to OMRA,
which upsamples the coded flow maps and then performs tem-
poral warping in high resolution, this variant performs tempo-
ral warping in low resolution and subsequently upsamples the
resulting low-resolution video frame. Generally, upsampling
a video frame is much more challenging than upsampling a
flow map. The intensity data have much more high-frequency
components to recover. As such, Variant B is not as effective
as OMRA. Moreover, the simple bilinear interpolation is not
very effective. As such, Variant B does not have any com-
petitive advantage over the anchor. These results justify the
design of OMRA.



Table 4: Encoding complexity comparison.

Method Encoding Time Encoding MACs
MaskCRT 1.93s 2.03 M/pixel

MaskCRT + OMRA 6.48s 5.97 M/pixel
B-CANF 1.52s 3.08 M/pixel

B-CANF + OMRA 3.38s 8.20 M/pixel

(a) Past (x1) (b) Target (x17) (c) Future (x33)

(d) W (x1, F17→1) (e) mc
(S)
17 (f) W (x33, F17→33)

(MaskCRT + OMRA) (MaskCRT + OMRA) (MaskCRT + OMRA)

(g) W (x1, F17→1) (h) mc
(S)
17 (i) W (x33, F17→33)

(MaskCRT) (MaskCRT) (MaskCRT)

Fig. 6: Visualization of the warped frames and temporal pre-
dictors in BasketballDrive. The first row is input frames,
with (a)(c) being the reference frames and (b) the target frame.
The second row is results with OMRA, where (d) and (f)
are temporally warped frames from (a) and (c), respectively.
(e) is the temporal predictor. Likewise, the third row is the
corresponding results without OMRA. W (xt′ , Ft→t′) denotes
backward warping, where xt′ is the reference frame to be
warped and Ft→t′ describes the backward flow from xt to xt′ .

(a) Past (x1) (b) Target (x17) (c) Future (x33)

(d) W (x1, F17→1) (e) mc
(S)
17 (f) W (x33, F17→33)

(MaskCRT + OMRA) (MaskCRT + OMRA) (MaskCRT + OMRA)

(g) W (x1, F17→1) (h) mc
(S)
17 (i) W (x33, F17→33)

(MaskCRT) (MaskCRT) (MaskCRT)

Fig. 7: Visualization of the warped frames and the temporal
predictors for HoneyBee. All the notations follow the cap-
tion in Fig. 6.

4.5.3. Encoding Complexity

Table 4 presents the impact of OMRA on the encoding com-
plexity in terms of the encoding runtime and the number of
multiply–accumulate operations (MACs) per pixel. The en-
coding times are averaged over the first 93 coded B-frames of
Beauty sequence in UVG dataset with GOP 32. The reported
numbers in Table 4 are collected on NVIDIA Tesla V100.

Both B-CANF [9] and MaskCRT [10] exhibit increased
complexity after applying OMRA. This increase is attributed
to the fact that we conduct an exhaustive search to minimize
the per-frame rate-distortion cost during encoding. We ac-
knowledge that OMRA leads to higher encoding runtimes and
complexity. How to predict the downsampling factor on a
per-frame basis without an exhaustive search is among our
future work. Notably, OMRA has a negligible effect on the
decoding complexity, although requiring additional bilinear
interpolation with respect to the coded flow maps.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an online motion resolution adap-
tation method (OMRA) to address the domain shift issue for
learned B-frame codecs that adopt hierarchical bi-directional
prediction. Our findings include (1) adapting the spatial res-
olution of input video frames is an effective means to turn
large motion into small motion in order to suit the capabil-
ity of the motion estimation network in a pre-trained B-frame
codec, (2) the optimal spatial resolution needs to be searched
on a per-frame basis, and (3) the downsampling/upsampling
is more preferred in the flow rather than intensity domain.
OMRA requires no re-training of the codec and brings con-
siderable coding gains. However, how to avoid an exhaustive
search of the optimal spatial resolution is among our future
work.
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